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igh Performance Computing on the
Compute Cluster at Yangon University

Asia Research Center, Yangon University(ARC-YU), Myanmar

Abstract
With the support from the Myanmar

Ministry of Education and the Asia
ResearchCenter at Yangon
University(ARC-YU), Yangon
University(YU) has embarkedon a project
to deploy the Microsoft" Windows
Compute ClusterServer(CCS) system at
YU. This initiative is partof the High
Performance Computing(HPC) project's
ongoingstrategyto make the central HPC
resources a more mainstream option for
researchers at YU. This paperwill report
on our progress to date withthe deployment
and our future plans for the use of the CCS
system within YU.

Introduction
A cluster is a type of parallel or distrib

utedprocessing system that consists of a
collection of interconnected stand-alone
computers working together as a single,
integrated computingresource. Clusters
have involved in some large-scale scientific,
engineering, and commercial applications
ranging from supercomputingand mission
critical software, through web serverand e·
commerce, to high performance database
applications!II . Cluster computing pro
vides aninexpensive computing resource to
educational institutions. A single faculty
membercan builda smallcluster from stu
dent Jab computers, obtain free or common
ly used software, and use thecluster to do
parallel computing. Many universitiesall

over the world, includingthose in develop
ing countries,have used clusters as a plat
fonn for high performance computing
(HPC).

Yangon University(YU), Myanmar,is a
research-driven university with a dynamic
academic activities andeducation portfolio
and a strong international cooperation. YU
has a strong desire for the use of HPC to
develop research solutions. His Excellency
Dr Chan Nyein, Minister for Education, has
mentioned, "Researchers should have capa
bilities in supercomputing and YU should
have such an HPC facility as the model in
Myanmar. 'The resource ofHPC can, then,
be made available to all HigherEducation
Institutions in Myanmar" . Supportfrom the
Ministry of Education and ARC·YU,has
enabledthe University to test and install
Windows Compute ClusterServer(CCS)
2003 and related computer equipments for
the project,which will comprise two facili
ties. 'The first will focus primarily on appli
cations for the key partners from Physics,
Chemistry, Mathematics and Computer
Studies,while the second willprovide a
Windows-based, high-performance cornput
ing and data(HPC & 0) platform for the
broader academiccommunity.

Windows Compute Cluster in Need
Given thatexperimental approaches pr0

vide only lintited amountsof information,a
researcher uses computersimulations that
require massive amounts of computation.

'Therefore, the HPC resources are needed. In
the past , an answerto that need was a
hodgepodge of hardware running Linuxor
UNIX. One of the reasons why a researcher
hesitatesto use the HPC resources was that
peopleworking in the humanities andother
nonscientific disciplines found the UNIX
and the Linux too time-eonsurning to learn
and useeffectively. These researchers pre
ferred to work in the more familiar
Microsoft" Windows operating system
envirorunent, wherethird-party software
was more widely available to meet their
needs. In contrast, researchers who used the
UNIX were more accustomed to working in
a command-line environment.

The lack of universally accessible HPC
reduced the efficiency of many researchers.
Forexample, manyof the usersuse the
MATLAB on their workstations, and run
ningvery large data models took up all of
the computers' resources. That often took
days. One researcher's computerwas
unavailable to him for an entireweek. 'The
release of a distributed version of the MAT
LAB software thatcould be run on a com
puterclusterspurred the university's efforts
to findan HPC solution that everyone could
use.

Windows Compute Cluster in Deed
A sirople clusterconsists of several cheap

computers(nodes) linked together. 'The sim
plest case is the combination of several
desktopcomputers- known as a network of
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Rgure 1Cluster at Yangon University

(Reponed by Pho Kaung. Director, ARC
YIJ)
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is when performed on workstations. The
virtueof the Windows CCS is that one is
reaching outto a broader community with a
centralized service that ensures that users
get their appropriate share of the resources.

The introduction of WindowsCCS 2003
will help YU address a persistent challenge
in academiccomputing: cost control. In the
past. academic computing was very com
partmentalized, with various groups buying
and maintaining their owncomputers.
Having a centrally managed computer clus
ter that is available to a wide variety of users
makes groups more inclinedto buy into a
shared system. This helps reduce overall
costs because one is not duplicating support.
Moreover, adding computing nodes become
less expensive day by day.

Few researchers at YU have the comput
ing power necessary in theirworkstations to
easily run very large calculations and dara
models. Bydeploying an HPCsolution that
offersthefamiliar Windows environment,
the university gives that power to more
users ina controlled way. Researchers who
are unfamiliar with UNIX orLinux can eas
ily access the computing resources that they
need, using an operating system they're
comfortable and skilled with.

With the newcomputercluster,
researchers can solve complex computa
tional problems by running modeling, data
analysis and visualization, and many stan
dard UNIXlLinux imaging and engineering
applications ina morefamiliar environ
ment. More research groups are beginning
to use the HPC applications, and researchers
are now running large data models on the
cluster rather than tying up their worksta
tions with such tasks for days at a time .

Conclusion
YU has made the new

Windows CCS 2003 deploy
mentavailable to researchers,
who willenjoy numerous
benefits from the system. As
YU extends access to more
staff members,and to
researchers outsidethe uni
versity. it expects to see addi
tional benefits emerge. The
universityfound that compu
tationon the new computer
cluster is much fasterthan it

-~

or use the secondary network connection
(NIC2) on the compute nodes.

In the Year 2008-2009, ARC-YU funded
20 research projects. The ARC-YU project
named "High Performance Computing in
Yangon University" was exhibitedon
EducationFamily Day 2008 at Nay Pyi
Taw, the capitalcity of Myanmar. The pro
ject could even draw the attention of the
Minister for Educationand its result has
been described in Universities' Research
Jouma/ 2008{3] published by the Ministry
of Education, Myanmar.

A matrix multiplication program was
test-run on the cluster fOT twomatrices each
having a rank of 5000. The program was
written in the Microsoft" Visual Studio
2008 development system to adapt the soft
ware to run on the Windows CCS 2003. It
ran 50 percent faster than it does on a typi
cal workstation. WindowsCCS 2003
enables us to double-task the cluster, using
it forboth simulation and analysis. Theuni
versity immediately saw that the powerful
computing capabilitiescombined with the
familiar Windows environment would pro
vide an HPC solution that would meet the
needs of both highly technical and less tech
nical users .

YU has begun gradually making the sys
tem available to users. The projectgroup is
meeting with various departmentsthrough
outthe university about using the computer
cluster to meet their needs. A new HPC
cluster at URC-YU has the potential to rev
olutionize the creation of computer code for
technological design,The YU Computer

Cluster, which is based on
Microsoft" WindowsCCS
2003, willenable scientists
and academic researchers to
more effectively perform
complex computations.
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workstations(NOW). Most of the time,
SMP systems(usually dual-CPU system
with Intel or AMD CPUs) are used because
of their good value for memory. They form
hybrid systems. The nodes acting them
selves as shared memory systems form a
distributedmemory system. The nodes are
connected via a fast network. Parallel pr0

grammingmethods that work on dual-core
PCs also work on larger shared memory
systems, and a programdesigned for a clus
ter or other type ofdistributedmemory sys
tem will also perform well on the dual
core(or multi-core) PC(2).

Universities' ResearchCentre(URC)has
installedWindows CCS 2003 in September
2008,on a l6-nodeclusterofDeU~

PowerEdge 2900 servercomputers,each of
which is configured with two 233-giga
hertz(GHz) Intel$ E5410Xeonquad-core
processors, 8 gigabytes (GB) of memory
and 10gigabit(G) Myrine network inter
face cards(NICs). 3Com" Switch 5500G
offers lOG connectivity to the cluster's net
work. The cluster is accessed by a user's
workstation in the university's local area
network.

Figure I illustrates a CCS-based HPC
cluster configuration. This configuration
uses both head node NICs, with Mynnetw
NlC I connecting to the compute nodes and
Ethernet NIC2 connecting to the universi
ty's local area network; the compute nodes
use only Myrinet$ NlC I. If the compute
nodes require the public network access,
the administratorscan enable theInternet
Connection Sharing(lCS) on the head node
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